
In today’s economy there is no room for waste and inefficiency. Success is 

about reducing costs as much as it is about revenue. Keeping tight control over 

capital and operational expenditure is a critical priority for any organization. 

The key to efficient controlled spending lies in the ability to empower staff with 

requisitioning responsibilities whilst ensuring that contracted buying agreements 

and spending limits are enforced and that requisitions are routed to the relevant 

individuals for approval in a timely manner.

Epicor Advanced Requisition Management (ARM) is an online requisition 

management and workflow solution designed to deliver full-cycle procurement 

functionality securely to your organization’s desktops or mobile devices. ARM is 

a robust requisition tool featuring a powerful, intuitive work-flow and enabling 

complete control over spending whilst reducing administrative inefficiencies.

ARM’s real-time budget visibility empowers your company to make informed 

purchasing decisions, while consolidated purchase orders allow you to negotiate 

contract pricing with your suppliers—ultimately reducing costs and maximizing 

efficiency across your entire enterprise.

Take control of your organization’s 
procurement process and save

Epicor Advanced Requisition Management (ARM) is an online solution for 

managing the cycle of requisitioning, ordering, and receiving. The web-

browser-based application allows easy deployment throughout the enterprise, 

and facilitates the entire requisition process electronically—from requisition 

submission through to purchase order creation and optional distribution 

to vendors. Reduced purchasing complexity results in increased employee 

satisfaction, better visibility, and tighter control of your procurement costs.

Advanced Requisition Management

Products
XX Epicor® ERP 10

XX Epicor ERP 9

XX Epicor Enterprise 7.4

Benefits
XX Reduce Purchasing costs 

and effort

XX Decommission external or 

paper-based systems for 

managing purchasing and 

stock transfers

XXMaintain budgetary controls

XX Improve communication 

internally and with vendors

XX Gain visibility of who is 

purchasing what from whom

XX Gain the right information 

to negotiate discounts with 

vendors

XX Assign Preferred Suppliers or 

default Supply Locations

XX Process fewer invoices 

reducing admin overhead
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Allocating preferred suppliers and consolidating your purchasing 

means you can develop stronger supplier relationships and 

leverage bulk-buying power, resulting in larger discounts and 

improved service from your suppliers.

Easy to use

Creating and managing requisitions has never been easier. ARM 

emulates an online shopping cart from which employees may 

create on-off items or browse the catalog, adding and deleting 

items from their requisition cart as they go before submitting for 

approval.

The ARM catalog is a pre-defined searchable list of goods and 

services that employees can quickly search through and select 

from when adding a line to a requisition. Items from your Epicor 

Inventory module are also made available for selection within 

the ARM online catalogue alongside photographs and diagrams 

of items which can also be attached—ensuring that the correct 

items are ordered and minimising returns.

ARM also allows the purchaser to “punch-out” to a supplier’s 

webstore/online catalog to choose items for a purchase request. 

ARM maintains connection with the external eCatalog and  

feeds the relevant information about the transaction back to  

the requisition.

In addition to fulfilling requisitions from your suppliers, ARM 

supports internal requests for items that are supplied from your 

inventory stores. Transfer requisition lines are routed through 

the same approval structure as purchase lines, generating the 

necessary transfer request transactions in Epicor Inventory. As 

with purchase orders, ARM allows your staff to search for, ship, 

and receive inventory transfers.

Automated workflow

ARM enables you to define your organizational approval 

hierarchy and employee-assigned approval limits with built-in 

approval intelligence to simplify and increase efficiency of the 

entire requisition approval workflow. Users can also be given 

rights to specific tasks such as Requisition Officer, Purchasing 

Officer, or Catalog Administrator.

Notification of requisition status including submissions, 

approvals, and denials are automatically e-mailed to the staff 

concerned—reducing inquiries, improving efficiency, and freeing 

up time for other strategic tasks and duties. The appropriate 

users are notified of the progress of a requisition along the 

approval flow via e-mail.

Once a requisition has been approved, it can be converted 

into a purchase order within ARM and sent live and direct to 

your Epicor solution where a purchase order is automatically 

generated, eliminating the double handling of data. ARM can 

be used to automatically distribute the finalized purchase orders 

(POs) for you via your corporate e-mail or fax server to suppliers.

PO receipts can also be acknowledged directly through ARM, so 

users can efficiently manage the PO receiving process themselves 

and reduce demand on Purchasing and Accounts staff.
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Compatible with mobile devices

ARM works in practically any browser, meaning that it will 

function as seamlessly on a mobile device as it does on a PC. 

Utilising responsive design means ARM will resize to the device 

you are using and which way you hold it. ARM’s user interface 

will resize and reconfigure its menus and layout to suit.

Flexible low-cost deployment

In a centralized procurement environment, ARM’s multi-location 

requisitioning capabilities coupled with user-based location 

security enable you to realize both cost benefits through reduced 

staffing requirements and less-tangible benefits such as closer 

relationships with your suppliers.

As a 100% web-based system, ARM is installed and maintained 

at a single point and is available simply through an Internet/

intranet connection and web browser. This offers enterprise-

wide availability to your staff with a low total cost of deployment 

and on-going ownership.

Detailed features
Comprehensive integration with Epicor

XX Tight integration with the Epicor Inventory module, 

allowing access to all or selected Iinventory items 

within the Advanced Requisition catalog

XX Purchase orders, transfer requests, and receipts are 

automatically generated within Epicor

XX Support for multi-location requisitions with  

user-based security

XX Acknowledge and inquire on receipts through a web 

browser without needing access to your Epicor solution

XX Automatically generate barcode labels for received 

stock items 

XX Punch out to suppliers’ online catalog

XX Multiple location/multiple company support

Streamlined, automated system

XX Electronic submission of requisitions through the 

Internet or your local intranet 

XX Timely notification of requisition submission, approval 

progress, and denial via e-mail 

XX E-mail, fax, or electronic data interchange (EDI) 

purchase orders directly to suppliers
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Controlled requisitioning

XX Multiple user authorization and security levels allow for 

greater control over the requisition approval workflow 

XX Limit to preferred suppliers or internal “supply 

locations” for items in the catalog

XX Set spending and approval limits for each user

XX Define approval chains by location, item category, and/

or GL account mask

XX Simplify data entry with predefined rules to default the 

General Ledger account based on location, item, and user 

XX Optional checking against General Ledger budgets for 

previous expenditure and existing commitments

XX Functionality to review requisitions and requisition 

lines after submission

Quick and easy product selection

XX Quickly and easily scan, type, or search for product codes.

XX Powerful searching using simple criteria, inventory fast 

keys, and intuitive pushbutton drilldown methods

XX Context-sensitive search-in-search and cross-searching

XX Inquire on and sell products across your locations

XX Define multiple codes for a single product—supplier 

barcode, EAN, UPC, etc

XX Suggested cross-sell and up-sell products 

User friendly

XX Clear and modern user interface

XX Dynamic and responsive design resizes depending on 

resolution and orientation of the device

XX Use templates and copy previous requisitions to create 

new ones 

XX Attach supporting files to templates, requisitions, pro 

forma orders, or purchase orders 

XX SSRS-based reporting capabilities 

XX Requisition types with user-defined fields and prompts 

for specific information

Minimum system requirements
Client: Windows XP, Windows 7, Windows 8/8.1. 

Server: Microsoft® Windows® Server 2008/2012, Internet 

Information Services 5.0 or above, Access to an SMTP Server, 

SQL Server® 2012/2014 or higher.

Contact Us Today: info@encompass-inc.com | www.encompass-inc.com

Encompass Solutions is a business and software consulting firm that specializes in ERP systems, EDI, and 
Managed Services support for Manufacturers. Serving small and medium-sized businesses since 2001, 
Encompass has helped modernize operations and automate processes for hundreds of customers across the 
globe. Whether undertaking full-scale implementation, integration, and renovation of existing systems, 
Encompass provides a specialized approach to every client’s needs. By identifying customer requirements 
and addressing them with the right solutions, we ensure our clients are equipped to match the pace of 
Industry.
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